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active research area. Many Prolog programmers have found themselves being meta- 
programmers, who are unfortunately missing the proper metalogic concepts in 
Prolog. The authors write a pure interpreter for pure Prolog that is not all that pure 
metalogic. This interpreter, although expanded significantly, is the central idea of 
this paper. Metaprogramming is useful, as argued in this paper, on partial evaluation 
of Prolog, realizing Futamura’s original idea of 1971. Successful applications will, 
hopefully stimulate developments of metalogic notions, so Prolog could get a proper 
metalogic part in metaprogramming. 
Chapter 6: Generating Natural Language Explanations from Plans, by C. Mellish. 
The author warns that this paper uses a somewhat old-fashioned notion of planning, 
and I would like to add ontology. However, it contains crisp Prolog programs that 
are state of the art. The idea of explaining plans in natural language is also interesting. 
Chapter 7: A Simple Learning Program, by R. O’Keefe. Also this chapter is full 
of crisp Prolog programs that are state of the art, and thus worth studying although 
the reader might not be too keen on the subject itself. 
Chapter 8: Stream Data Analysis in Prolog, by D. Scott Parker. Here is the 
flexibility of Prolog shown by a simple integration of Narian’s Log(F), giving a 
functional language as well and again we see some good Prolog programs. 
Just as good literature is good for authors; good programs are good for pro- 
grammers. This book contains a fine collection of practical Prolog programs, new 
and old, that good programmers could also enjoy. How many languages could show 
a similar collection of programs? 
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Carnegie-Mellon University is one of the big places in Computer Science in the 
United States of America. But it started in Pittsburgh like everywhere else: in small 
steps. What the result is depends on how many of these small steps have been done 
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at the beginning, and whether they grew and became bigger steps. This happily 
happened at Carnegie-Mellon. In the fall of 1965, three men: Alan Perlis, Allen 
Newell, and Herb Simon, with “a few dozen faculty and graduate students”, started 
an “interdisciplinary program in Systems and Communication Sciences”. Not even 
the name of the new field was settled, but that did not matter. Alan Perlis, with 
whom I became a good friend, unfortunately died in 1990. 
The book, CMU Computer Science-A 25th Anniversary Commemorative, is 
dedicated to his memory. Some of the others of the first hour, C. Gordon Bell, Allen 
Newell, Raj Reddy, Joseph F. Traub, and Herbert A. Simon write articles in this 
book. Also to be mentioned are articles of Zohar Manna, one of the first Carnegie- 
Mellon Ph.D. graduates, H.T. Kung, and Ivan E. Sutherland, who got a B.S. degree 
from Carnegie Institute of Technology before turning to CalTech and MIT. Finally, 
a few remarkable “newcomers” to Carnegie-Mellon, A. Nice Haberman, Takeo 
Kanade, and Dana S. Scott, contributed, as well as a number of younger scientists 
with some connection to the place. 
What one expects from such a bouquet of excellency is a rather incongruent 
collection of articles of all kinds, styles, and qualities. Variety is delightful, but it 
can be painful too, to work oneself through a conglomeration. But there is an idea 
behind it, unifying the contributions: the influence of Alan Perlis and other pioneers. 
The editor did a remarkably good job in structuring the contributions in such a way 
that Alan Perlis would have enjoyed reading the book: the general themes are 
reflecting his life and his drive. 
“Languages and Tools” is the title of one of the chapters, Roger B. Dannenberg, 
a 1982 Carnegie, Ph.D., gives with “Expressing Temporal Behaviour Declaratively” 
a marvellous account of specification techniques that are close to machine structure 
design and still are abstract. “Generation of Integrated Task-Specific Software 
Environments” by Haberman together with his Ph.D. students David Garlan and 
David Notkin is another such jewel. Finally, in this chapter, “Tools and Rules for 
the Practicing Verifier” by Zohar Manna and Amir Pnueli surprised me pleasantly 
with still bringing new results in this rather well-done area. 
The next chapter with the title “Systems and Strategies” is devoted to rather 
machine-oriented and less language-oriented approaches and thus supplements well 
the previous one. Douglas W. Clark on “Large-Scale Hardware Simulation” is to 
be mentioned, and finally a short, but powerful article “Heterogeneous Multicom- 
puters” by Kung. 
The chapter “Artificial Intelligence” sees an introductory article by Newell, with 
his Ph.D. students Gregg Yost, John E. Laird, Paul S. Rosenbloom, and Erik 
Altmann, dealing deeply with problems of knowledge levels. In the context of chess 
programs and chess machines, Hans E. Berliner gives a fascinating study on search 
strategies. A different orientation has “Computer Vision as a Physical Science” by 
Kanade; a fine piece of work on rather intelligent vision construction with a touch 
of artistry. 
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“Looking Back” and “Reflections” are the titles for the opening and closing 
chapters. “Three Decades of Multiprocessors” by Gordon Bell is as informative as 
it can be, written by a man who confesses that he has “never really considered any 
alternative to the multiprocessor”. “ Technology and Courage” by Sutherland, “Prob- 
lem Representation” by Simon, “What Is Scientifically Knowable?” by Traub are 
worthwhile contributions that widen the view. Dana Scott ends the book with an 
ecstatic report “Exploration with Mathematics”, showing how a well-trained 
mathematician, logician, and more recently computer scientist can be absorbed by 
the glamorous beauty of a seductive program system; Alan Perlis would have loved 
to observe this happening-it happened to him also from time to time. 
Back at Alan Perlis, to whom the work is dedicated. Even after he left Carnegie- 
Mellon for a position at Yale, he kept good contacts, and Carnegie-Mellon, in 
celebrating its 25th Anniversary of Computer Science, took a good opportunity to 
demonstrate through this book its scientific open-ness. 
Friedrich L. BAUER 
Kottgeisering, Germany 
William Aspray, John von Neumann and the Origins of Modern Computing (MIT 
Press, London 1990), 376 pages, Price $47.25, ISBN o-262-01121-2. 
In his paper on how to build reliable systems from less reliable components-how 
to rebuild reliable information from signal bundles that have become unreliable- 
John von Neumann has introduced the notion of the majority element: a logical 
function which (I use a simplified explanation) transforms a probability p < (0.5 - 6) 
into p = 0 and a probability p > (0.5 + 6) into p = 1. As long as unreliability over a 
bundle of digital lines does not exceed 0.5, unreliable information is transformed 
into reliable information. This majority element introduces democracy into truth 
value handling: the majority decides for 0 or 1. John von Neumann found a bundle 
size in the order of magnitude of lo4 to be required for reliable results. (In my 
habilitation thesis I have shown that the application of feedback principles can 
reduce the bundle size to a realistic value in the order of lo*.) All of that could be 
used for an interesting argument about politics as seen from a logical base, but here 
I want to discuss it with respect to evaluation of people. 
Particularly in America, the consideration of people has a majority element 
tendency: good people are often upgraded, and less good people are downgraded. 
It belongs to the duties of the historians to correct the distortions produced by 
majority functions. For instance: if he can attribute something to upgraded people, 
the speaker or writer is on the safer side. In this way, people are classified into 
heros (1) and into zeros (0). John von Neumann is a hero. Corrections of the 
majority function are not yet tried. Admitted, such a correction is difficult and needs 
maybe more than forty years. 
